
Since its launch in July 2003, ETO has
become an essential tool and reference
source for every company trading in the UK
adult sector. ETO is a completely
independent publication which has no
links to or connections with any other adult
business. Published monthly, it is freely
available to qualifying companies,
individuals, retail outlets and online stores
in the UK and, via subscription, to
interested worldwide organisations.

Circulation
Despite the continuing difficult trading
conditions. ETO’s mailed circulation has shown
a steady increase over the past couple of years
with the addition of more than 500 lingerie
and costume outlets and party planners.
Including the online version, ETO is read by
almost 15,000 industry peers every month. The
mailed circulation comprises more than 4,500
requested and individually addressed copies
distributed throughout the UK where they reach
almost every single adult-based store and
online trader. The magazine is also circulated to
both branch and head office levels of the major
adult chains, and the head offices of other
retailers with an interest in this market.

Publishers, distributors and service providers in
the UK adult industry as well as key companies
operating in Europe, America, Asia and
Australia also receive ETO.

ETO has been available to read on our
website www.erotictradeonly.com
since 2008 and averages 10,000
unique visitors every month. ETO is
currently increasing its reach through
increased use of social media
networks such as Twitter and
Facebook. Regular email updates
allow ETO to communicate with just
under 20,000 addresses worldwide,
further extending ETO’s influence into
all areas of the adult industry. 

Editorial
Covering all aspects of the adult market, ETO
provides a monthly platform for news, views,
reviews and analysis. From the start of 2011, the
magazine shifted its editorial emphasis away
from the UK legally restricted R18 market,
allocating more editorial space and time to
products which can be sold by all retailers, such
as toys, novelties, lingerie and consumables.
ETO has always treated its readers with the
respect that every trade-only title should, whilst
retaining a particular focus on the retail
environment. In addition to a large number of
news pages in each issue, ETO’s regular
features include profiles of the market’s major –
and minor – players, in-depth examinations of
product sectors, ‘mystery shopper’ reports, and
practical advice for retail on every aspect of
business – from the in-depth analysis of
legislative changes to shop window dressing.

Influence
ETO has influenced the way the UK adult
market does business and over the last nine
years has proven itself to be a completely
trustworthy reporter of the adult industry,
neither displaying preferences nor singling out
individuals for unwarranted criticism.

The magazine has also changed the way the
UK adult market perceives itself. The
introduction of the ETO Adult Industry Awards
in 2005 gave the industry a stage to recognise

and reward excellence in every sector
from retail to manufacturing, and the
unique democratic voting system
ensures all the winners are chosen by
the industry as a whole – unlike any
other awards in the adult market.

At the same time as introducing the
Adult Industry Awards, ETO also
launched the UK’s very first trade-only
exhibition. Staged in mid-summer
alongside the Awards Presentations, the
ETO Show has become one the
industry’s key events, attracting
exhibitors and visitors from America

and Europe, as well as every
major player from the UK market.
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A number of first-time exhibitors from
the USA and Europe will be joining
many of the industry’s most familiar
names at June’s ETO Show.

“I am extremely pleased with the
response to the show this year, both
from existing customers and new
exhibitors alike,” said ETO Show
organiser Jonathan Kirk. “After a tricky
few years for everyone in the adult
industry the feedback I have had so far
is full of optimism for the year ahead.”

New additions to the Show for 2012
include Pleaser USA, Music Legs, Tease
Products, Leg Avenue, Little Rooster and
Sexy Battery. They will join ETO Show
regulars such as ABS Holdings, Creative
Conceptions, Net 1on1, Scala UK, Planet
Earth Wholesale, Shots Media,
Playhouse Novelties and Mister B. 

In addition to the leading names in
distribution, most of the top-selling
lingerie brands have committed to
showcasing their new collections to
retail buyers. “To build on the success of
last year’s Lingerie Catwalk we are
investing more money into the set and
lighting so we can offer a better catwalk
experience,” said Kirk. “I think we will
have around 15 companies involved in
the catwalk this year. There really is no
better way of showcasing garments to
retail buyers.”

The 2012 marketing campaign is now
underway with ETO magazine being the
main media partner, although there will
also be previews and advertising in Sign
Europe, Sign Germany, EAN and eLine
magazines. Advertising and inserts will
also be included in Progressive Party
Magazine to ensure that retailers in the
dress-up, novelty and costume markets
are aware of the show.

“I am really looking forward to this
year’s Show,” concluded Kirk. “It is a
great opportunity for the industry to
come together and feel good about itself
again.” 

If you have not yet registered for an
entry badge for the 2012 ETO Show,
which takes place at the National
Exhibition Centre (NEC) in the midlands
on 24th and 25th June, then please visit

www.etoshow.com and click on the
Register Now button.

All those wishing to attend including
staff, colleagues or partners are asked to
register separately as entry badges are

pre-printed and named individually. If
you are interested in exhibiting at the
ETO Show then call Jonathan Kirk on
07786 925080 or email
Jonathan@etoshow.com
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The days of licensed sex shops paying
exorbitant annual licence fees to
councils could be at an end following a
landmark ruling in the High Court last
month. London’s 13 licensed stores
which fall under the jurisdiction of
Westminster City Council, in Soho and
Covent Garden, sought a judicial review
against the annual licence fees -
£29,102 per year per outlet, the highest
in the UK, and this came before the
court on May 16th. The store owners
claimed that Westminster City Council
was using the licence fees for purposes
other than administration - in effect
profiting from the fees.

The fee had been set at £29,102 in
2005/6 but the council had failed to
determine a fee for any subsequent
years, contrary to the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982. The
Council argued that the sum set was a
rolling annual fee but Mr Justice Keith
disagreed.

Westminster City Council claimed
that the vast majority of the sums
collected in licensing fees were used to
prosecute unlicensed traders but the
licensed stores’ legal team, led by Philip
Kolvin QC, a leading licensing barrister,
and Stephen Dillon, a partner at
Gosschalks Solicitors, argued that while
it was previously lawful to calculate and
spend licence fees in this way, it
became unlawful upon the
commencement of the Provision of
Services Regulations 2009 on 28th
December 2009.

Mr Justice Keith agreed, saying that
after that date licence fees should only
have reflected administrative costs, the
costs of vetting the applicants and the
costs of investigating their compliance -
and that the costs of enforcement
should come from general funds rather
than licensing fees.

Accordingly the claimants were
entitled to be credited with the

enforcement costs for the licensing
years 2010-2011, 2011-2012 and 2012-
2013. Mr Justice Keith also ordered
Westminster City Council to determine
the fees for the years 2006-2007
through to 2012-2013 and to refund the
difference between what was collected
and what was charged.

Westminster City Council said it
intends to appeal against the
judgement.

Stephen Dillon commented after the
case: “The claimants in this case didn’t
believe it was right that legitimate
businesses were being charged so much
simply for the right to trade. Under the
practices adopted by Westminster City
Council had there been only one lawful
sex shop operating in Soho it would
presumably have been charged an

annual licence fee of more than
£400,000 at times.”

Speaking on behalf of the licensed
store owners who brought the action,
Tim Hemming of Simply Pleasure said: “I
am delighted with this judgment and I
am sure I speak for all the licensees of
Westminster when I say it confirms
what we all have believed for a number
of years - Westminster City Council have
been overcharging us for a licence that
allowed us to trade legally. It has been a
long journey in proving our case and its
success has been down to the
determination of all licensed shop
owners in Westminster and the support
of both Philip Kolvin QC and Stephen
Dillon, who believed in our cause and
supported us along the way. I hope that
other councils who are still charging

outrageous fees will now review them in
light of the judgment.”

Assuming the judgement is upheld
following an appeal, this case will have
set a precedent in which any licensed
store can challenge the fee set by a
local council.

Indeed, ETO is aware of at least one
licensed chain of stores that has written
to councils in areas where it feels
licence fees are unreasonable, informing
them of the facts of this case and
saying, in effect, ‘you’re next’.

Tim Hemming concluded by telling
ETO: “This is a big case which has
ramifications for every council in the UK
and how they determine their licence
fees, and not just for sex shops. The
outcome is very positive for everyone in
the UK adult industry.”
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This is the 100th issue
of ETO and to mark the
occasion we are
running a series of
competitions leading up
to the ETO Show in
June. In each
competition the prize
will be a box of 100
assorted pleasure
products, which should
give retailers who win
them a great
opportunity to launch a
promotion, special offer
or customer incentive at
no cost to themselves.

The first 100-themed
competition was
unveiled for the
nominations stage of the 2012 ETO
Adult Industry Awards. Everyone

who visited the ETO website at
www.erotictradeonly.com to
nominate was given the option of

entering a prize draw by tweeting
that they had nominated. This
competition will continue to run

throughout the voting
process.

In this issue is part
one of our Top 100
Pleasure Products
countdown and we are
offering another
bumper box of 100
pleasure products to the
first person who can
correctly guess what our
top three will be -
before we print it. If
you would like to enter
this competition tweet
your guesses to
@ETOMagazine and
mention #ETOTop100.

Further competitions
with 100 prizes will be

announced in the May and June
issues of ETO.

Celebrating 100 Issues Of ETO Magazine

ETO hits a hundred
ISS UE 100 APRIL 2012

Two licensed adult stores have recently
closed their doors and in both cases
the local council has played a
contributing part in the owners’
decision to close their businesses.

The Adult Gift Shop in Nottingham
has been a high profile adult retailer for
a number of years, first in the Hockley
area and then in the city centre. But
when Nottingham City Council
amended its licencing structure,
including sex shops/cinemas in the
same class as ‘sexual entertainment
venues’, it significantly increased its
fees.

A spokesperson for the Adult Gift

Shop told ETO that previously the
licence fee was £6,400 for application or
renewal, payable in two instalments of a
non-refundable deposit of £2,000 and
the balance when the licence was
granted.

Under the new structure the licence
fee was increased to £13,850 for new
applications - which includes change of
name and/or premises - and £11,100 for
renewals. Furthermore, the council now
require the whole sum to be paid
upfront upon application and have
made the fee non-refundable, so
unsuccessful applicants will forfeit the
entire amount. The Adult Gift Shop is

continuing to trade online at
www.theadultgiftshop.co.uk

Secret Desires of Port Talbot ceased
being a licensed adult store at the end
of February, when its owner transformed
the shop into a clothes recycling outlet.
Simon Sternschuss was quoted on
www.thisissouthwales.co.uk as saying: “I
have closed it down because of the
aggravation I have had. The licence fee
has also gone up. The council licensing
officers have been very good, but the
councillors have been against it from
day one. I feel like the business has
been forced out.”

The shop was featured in the media

last year when Mr Sternschuss won his
appeal for his fire escape to be used as
a rear entrance for disabled customers:
“The whole appeal with the back door
for disabled people cost me £4,000,” he
said. “Every time the licensing renewal
came up it has been ridiculous. [The
councillors] have caused me nothing
but aggro and money. I have had
enough of them.”

One local councillor said of the adult
store: “”Myself and my colleague were
against it, as were many people in the
community. We did not want the shop
there. I am pleased it has gone and I
welcome their new shop.”

COUNCILS CITED IN ADULT STORE CLOSURES

100
Kevco Wholesale
chooses Lapdance
Lingerie distributor Kevco Wholesale
has announced that it has secured
the exclusive UK and Ireland
distribution rights for the new
Lapdance collection from US brand
XGen Products. Kevco already
distributes XGen’s Pleasure Wigs
collection in the UK and the
company believes that Lapdance will
be a valuable addition to its existing
portfolio of brands.

The Lapdance collection of
clubwear, bodystockings and hosiery
is due to arrive in the UK early May.
The full range will be held in stock by
Kevco as the firm expects the line to
be very popular with its customers.
Lapdance was launched in Las Vegas
at the International Lingerie Show in
March where considerable pre-orders
were placed by American retailers.

The collection will be priced to sell
quickly, and exclusive point of sale
materials will also be available.

For further details contact Lynne
Seeds at Kevco on 07714 307 787 or
view the range online at
www.kevcowholesale.co.uk
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Market analysts Hewson Group has
unveiled its latest project, called the
Global Sex Toy Index, which attempts
to identify sex toy sales around the
world and establish a league table
based on the unit sales per head of
population (women aged 18-70).
Hewson says the Index, which has
been constructed on data acquired
from its own Women Sex and Shopping
research and from a variety of industry
sources, demonstrates a massive
change in sexual behaviours over a
single generation and in many parts of
the world.

According to Hewson, an estimated
4.2m sex toys were sold in the UK
during 2011 and 40% of the female
population aged 18-70 are sex toy users.
They buy an estimated 0.5 products per
year but Hewson predicts this could
quadruple by 2020.

Hewson puts The Nordics at number
one in the Global Sex Toy Index, with
the estimated number of units sold per
head (women aged 18 - 70) at 0.32 and
the percentage of female population

users (again, aged 18 - 70) as 50%. Total
units sold in 2011 in this territory were
estimated to be 2.7m.

At number two is Benelux, with
respective figures of 0.23, 40% and 2m
while the UK is placed third with figures
of 0.22, 40% and 4.2m.

Although the United States is placed
10th on Hewson’s Index, in terms of unit
sales by volume it was a clear leader
with an estimated 14m products sold
during 2011. A distant runner-up is
Germany with 5m, followed by Japan
with 4.5m and the UK with 4.2m.
Estimated unit sales in other territories
include Canada and France (both 2.5m),
Spain, Russia, Taiwan and Central
Europe (all 1.5m) and Australia (1.2m).
The territory with the lowest estimated
2011 unit sales was The Baltics (200,000)
followed by Israel (400,000). China is not
included in the Index, even though
several million toys are sold annually,
because sales per head count are
extremely low.

Hewson estimates that around 60m
sex toys were sold around the world in

2011 at an estimated retail value of
$2bn, and that premium brands such as
Lelo, Fun Factory and Je Joue account for
5% of the market by value.

Hewson attributes the overall low
unit sales per head figure to the
‘dysfunctional’ retail infrastructure and
adds that the sector, almost uniquely,
has no aspirational brands, no
validation and no marketing.

The Index adds that retail outlets are
improving, and more women retailers
are entering the market as
entrepreneurs, but the generally low
quality of both High Street and online
outlets directly inhibits the sale of
premium goods.

The Index concludes that sex toys
have achieved an extraordinary level of
adaption from virtually a standing start
in the 1990s. However, $2bn represents
merely an early maturity and maybe
only around 10-15% of the potential
market.

For more details about the Sex Toy
Index contact Hewson Group on 01603
866234 or email wss@hewson.co.uk
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A number of first-time exhibitors from
the USA and Europe will be joining
many of the industry’s most familiar
names at June’s ETO Show.

“I am extremely pleased with the
response to the show this year, both
from existing customers and new
exhibitors alike,” said ETO Show
organiser Jonathan Kirk. “After a tricky
few years for everyone in the adult
industry the feedback I have had so far
is full of optimism for the year ahead.”

New additions to the Show for 2012
include Pleaser USA, Music Legs, Tease
Products, Leg Avenue, Little Rooster and
Sexy Battery. They will join ETO Show
regulars such as ABS Holdings, Creative
Conceptions, Net 1on1, Scala UK, Planet
Earth Wholesale, Shots Media,
Playhouse Novelties and Mister B. 

In addition to the leading names in
distribution, most of the top-selling
lingerie brands have committed to
showcasing their new collections to
retail buyers. “To build on the success of
last year’s Lingerie Catwalk we are
investing more money into the set and
lighting so we can offer a better catwalk
experience,” said Kirk. “I think we will
have around 15 companies involved in
the catwalk this year. There really is no
better way of showcasing garments to
retail buyers.”

The 2012 marketing campaign is now
underway with ETO magazine being the
main media partner, although there will
also be previews and advertising in Sign
Europe, Sign Germany, EAN and eLine
magazines. Advertising and inserts will
also be included in Progressive Party
Magazine to ensure that retailers in the
dress-up, novelty and costume markets
are aware of the show.

“I am really looking forward to this
year’s Show,” concluded Kirk. “It is a
great opportunity for the industry to
come together and feel good about itself
again.” 

If you have not yet registered for an
entry badge for the 2012 ETO Show,
which takes place at the National
Exhibition Centre (NEC) in the midlands
on 24th and 25th June, then please visit

www.etoshow.com and click on the
Register Now button.

All those wishing to attend including
staff, colleagues or partners are asked to
register separately as entry badges are

pre-printed and named individually. If
you are interested in exhibiting at the
ETO Show then call Jonathan Kirk on
07786 925080 or email
Jonathan@etoshow.com
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The days of licensed sex shops paying
exorbitant annual licence fees to
councils could be at an end following a
landmark ruling in the High Court last
month. London’s 13 licensed stores
which fall under the jurisdiction of
Westminster City Council, in Soho and
Covent Garden, sought a judicial review
against the annual licence fees -
£29,102 per year per outlet, the highest
in the UK, and this came before the
court on May 16th. The store owners
claimed that Westminster City Council
was using the licence fees for purposes
other than administration - in effect
profiting from the fees.

The fee had been set at £29,102 in
2005/6 but the council had failed to
determine a fee for any subsequent
years, contrary to the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982. The
Council argued that the sum set was a
rolling annual fee but Mr Justice Keith
disagreed.

Westminster City Council claimed
that the vast majority of the sums
collected in licensing fees were used to
prosecute unlicensed traders but the
licensed stores’ legal team, led by Philip
Kolvin QC, a leading licensing barrister,
and Stephen Dillon, a partner at
Gosschalks Solicitors, argued that while
it was previously lawful to calculate and
spend licence fees in this way, it
became unlawful upon the
commencement of the Provision of
Services Regulations 2009 on 28th
December 2009.

Mr Justice Keith agreed, saying that
after that date licence fees should only
have reflected administrative costs, the
costs of vetting the applicants and the
costs of investigating their compliance -
and that the costs of enforcement
should come from general funds rather
than licensing fees.

Accordingly the claimants were
entitled to be credited with the

enforcement costs for the licensing
years 2010-2011, 2011-2012 and 2012-
2013. Mr Justice Keith also ordered
Westminster City Council to determine
the fees for the years 2006-2007
through to 2012-2013 and to refund the
difference between what was collected
and what was charged.

Westminster City Council said it
intends to appeal against the
judgement.

Stephen Dillon commented after the
case: “The claimants in this case didn’t
believe it was right that legitimate
businesses were being charged so much
simply for the right to trade. Under the
practices adopted by Westminster City
Council had there been only one lawful
sex shop operating in Soho it would
presumably have been charged an

annual licence fee of more than
£400,000 at times.”

Speaking on behalf of the licensed
store owners who brought the action,
Tim Hemming of Simply Pleasure said: “I
am delighted with this judgment and I
am sure I speak for all the licensees of
Westminster when I say it confirms
what we all have believed for a number
of years - Westminster City Council have
been overcharging us for a licence that
allowed us to trade legally. It has been a
long journey in proving our case and its
success has been down to the
determination of all licensed shop
owners in Westminster and the support
of both Philip Kolvin QC and Stephen
Dillon, who believed in our cause and
supported us along the way. I hope that
other councils who are still charging

outrageous fees will now review them in
light of the judgment.”

Assuming the judgement is upheld
following an appeal, this case will have
set a precedent in which any licensed
store can challenge the fee set by a
local council.

Indeed, ETO is aware of at least one
licensed chain of stores that has written
to councils in areas where it feels
licence fees are unreasonable, informing
them of the facts of this case and
saying, in effect, ‘you’re next’.

Tim Hemming concluded by telling
ETO: “This is a big case which has
ramifications for every council in the UK
and how they determine their licence
fees, and not just for sex shops. The
outcome is very positive for everyone in
the UK adult industry.”
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This is the 100th issue
of ETO and to mark the
occasion we are
running a series of
competitions leading up
to the ETO Show in
June. In each
competition the prize
will be a box of 100
assorted pleasure
products, which should
give retailers who win
them a great
opportunity to launch a
promotion, special offer
or customer incentive at
no cost to themselves.

The first 100-themed
competition was
unveiled for the
nominations stage of the 2012 ETO
Adult Industry Awards. Everyone

who visited the ETO website at
www.erotictradeonly.com to
nominate was given the option of

entering a prize draw by tweeting
that they had nominated. This
competition will continue to run

throughout the voting
process.

In this issue is part
one of our Top 100
Pleasure Products
countdown and we are
offering another
bumper box of 100
pleasure products to the
first person who can
correctly guess what our
top three will be -
before we print it. If
you would like to enter
this competition tweet
your guesses to
@ETOMagazine and
mention #ETOTop100.

Further competitions
with 100 prizes will be

announced in the May and June
issues of ETO.

Celebrating 100 Issues Of ETO Magazine
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Two licensed adult stores have recently
closed their doors and in both cases
the local council has played a
contributing part in the owners’
decision to close their businesses.

The Adult Gift Shop in Nottingham
has been a high profile adult retailer for
a number of years, first in the Hockley
area and then in the city centre. But
when Nottingham City Council
amended its licencing structure,
including sex shops/cinemas in the
same class as ‘sexual entertainment
venues’, it significantly increased its
fees.

A spokesperson for the Adult Gift

Shop told ETO that previously the
licence fee was £6,400 for application or
renewal, payable in two instalments of a
non-refundable deposit of £2,000 and
the balance when the licence was
granted.

Under the new structure the licence
fee was increased to £13,850 for new
applications - which includes change of
name and/or premises - and £11,100 for
renewals. Furthermore, the council now
require the whole sum to be paid
upfront upon application and have
made the fee non-refundable, so
unsuccessful applicants will forfeit the
entire amount. The Adult Gift Shop is

continuing to trade online at
www.theadultgiftshop.co.uk

Secret Desires of Port Talbot ceased
being a licensed adult store at the end
of February, when its owner transformed
the shop into a clothes recycling outlet.
Simon Sternschuss was quoted on
www.thisissouthwales.co.uk as saying: “I
have closed it down because of the
aggravation I have had. The licence fee
has also gone up. The council licensing
officers have been very good, but the
councillors have been against it from
day one. I feel like the business has
been forced out.”

The shop was featured in the media

last year when Mr Sternschuss won his
appeal for his fire escape to be used as
a rear entrance for disabled customers:
“The whole appeal with the back door
for disabled people cost me £4,000,” he
said. “Every time the licensing renewal
came up it has been ridiculous. [The
councillors] have caused me nothing
but aggro and money. I have had
enough of them.”

One local councillor said of the adult
store: “”Myself and my colleague were
against it, as were many people in the
community. We did not want the shop
there. I am pleased it has gone and I
welcome their new shop.”

COUNCILS CITED IN ADULT STORE CLOSURES

100
Kevco Wholesale
chooses Lapdance
Lingerie distributor Kevco Wholesale
has announced that it has secured
the exclusive UK and Ireland
distribution rights for the new
Lapdance collection from US brand
XGen Products. Kevco already
distributes XGen’s Pleasure Wigs
collection in the UK and the
company believes that Lapdance will
be a valuable addition to its existing
portfolio of brands.

The Lapdance collection of
clubwear, bodystockings and hosiery
is due to arrive in the UK early May.
The full range will be held in stock by
Kevco as the firm expects the line to
be very popular with its customers.
Lapdance was launched in Las Vegas
at the International Lingerie Show in
March where considerable pre-orders
were placed by American retailers.

The collection will be priced to sell
quickly, and exclusive point of sale
materials will also be available.

For further details contact Lynne
Seeds at Kevco on 07714 307 787 or
view the range online at
www.kevcowholesale.co.uk
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Market analysts Hewson Group has
unveiled its latest project, called the
Global Sex Toy Index, which attempts
to identify sex toy sales around the
world and establish a league table
based on the unit sales per head of
population (women aged 18-70).
Hewson says the Index, which has
been constructed on data acquired
from its own Women Sex and Shopping
research and from a variety of industry
sources, demonstrates a massive
change in sexual behaviours over a
single generation and in many parts of
the world.

According to Hewson, an estimated
4.2m sex toys were sold in the UK
during 2011 and 40% of the female
population aged 18-70 are sex toy users.
They buy an estimated 0.5 products per
year but Hewson predicts this could
quadruple by 2020.

Hewson puts The Nordics at number
one in the Global Sex Toy Index, with
the estimated number of units sold per
head (women aged 18 - 70) at 0.32 and
the percentage of female population

users (again, aged 18 - 70) as 50%. Total
units sold in 2011 in this territory were
estimated to be 2.7m.

At number two is Benelux, with
respective figures of 0.23, 40% and 2m
while the UK is placed third with figures
of 0.22, 40% and 4.2m.

Although the United States is placed
10th on Hewson’s Index, in terms of unit
sales by volume it was a clear leader
with an estimated 14m products sold
during 2011. A distant runner-up is
Germany with 5m, followed by Japan
with 4.5m and the UK with 4.2m.
Estimated unit sales in other territories
include Canada and France (both 2.5m),
Spain, Russia, Taiwan and Central
Europe (all 1.5m) and Australia (1.2m).
The territory with the lowest estimated
2011 unit sales was The Baltics (200,000)
followed by Israel (400,000). China is not
included in the Index, even though
several million toys are sold annually,
because sales per head count are
extremely low.

Hewson estimates that around 60m
sex toys were sold around the world in

2011 at an estimated retail value of
$2bn, and that premium brands such as
Lelo, Fun Factory and Je Joue account for
5% of the market by value.

Hewson attributes the overall low
unit sales per head figure to the
‘dysfunctional’ retail infrastructure and
adds that the sector, almost uniquely,
has no aspirational brands, no
validation and no marketing.

The Index adds that retail outlets are
improving, and more women retailers
are entering the market as
entrepreneurs, but the generally low
quality of both High Street and online
outlets directly inhibits the sale of
premium goods.

The Index concludes that sex toys
have achieved an extraordinary level of
adaption from virtually a standing start
in the 1990s. However, $2bn represents
merely an early maturity and maybe
only around 10-15% of the potential
market.

For more details about the Sex Toy
Index contact Hewson Group on 01603
866234 or email wss@hewson.co.uk
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